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WELCOME!
When you are an entrepreneur, you spend countless hours in the beginning to get your business off the
ground, and then facilitate the growth and expansion. There’s always so much to learn. Since our personal
health is intertwined with the health of the business, I focus on helping you address every aspect of healthy
living in this magazine, starting with the health of your business.

Three years ago I didn't even have a website. Much less my picture on it.
The fear of starting a business, as a foreigner, was petrifying. I’ve been married to a
successful American entrepreneur for a very long time, and he’s always been very
supportive of my endeavours. I’ve always been super creative, and he’s always seen
a business opportunity. Art, making baskets, and sewing decorative sheets for bunk
beds…it was all easy and fun! But I was not emotionally invested enough to make
them a go as a successful business. I was getting bored after just a few months.
But when it came time for me to own the work that was so aligned with my soul
and passion for cooking, I froze. The doubts creped in, the insecurities were paralyzing.
Yet, I kept going. I kept taking deep breaths, signing up yet for another online
course on marketing, or public speaking, or course creation. I kept investing in my
business and myself. I surrounded myself with people who spoke this new language of hashtags, CTAs and conversion rates.
I was not going to let fear swallow me whole during long days of writing or editing
my book, or during giving a talk to 400 parents eager to hear how to get their kids
to eat healthy.
This September the entire state of Florida became engulfed with fear as we have
been watching a powerful hurricane Irma approach. The fear was all-absorbing,
especially when the path showed a direct hit to my home.
With everything that’s going on around us, whether it is weather or people-related
disasters, daily challenges as human beings, friends, parents, spouses, all I want to
do is fill myself with love and gratitude for waking up in the morning, for the amazing people I have in my life, for being a mom and a wife, and a daughter, and a
friend, and a business owner. And any fear… disappears.

NATALIA LEVEY, CNC, CHC
FOUNDER, CHEF,
AUTHOR, SPEAKER
www.healthyintent.com
cover photo by
Heidi Hapanowicz

CONTRIBUTORS

Lindsay Marino is

an in International Psychic
Medium, Radio Host, and the
Coauthor of the #1 Amazon
Best Seller "365 Days of
Angel Prayers."
Lindsay is the creator of
"Unlock Your Inner Medium”
and Unlock Your Online
Psychic Medium Business.”
www.lindsaymarino.com

Soness Stevens is the
Head Speaker Coach for
multiple TEDx events, and
has coached over 109 TED &
TEDx speakers. Soness has a
weekly nationwide broadcast
TV show on Communications,
and is an Associate Professor of business presentation
skills at YNU. You may have
seen her on NHK TV and Fox
TV Japan, or heard her as the
official English voice of Hello
Kitty.
www.YourSpeakingJourney.
com

Elena Bensonoff Consultant Pharmacist, Artisan
Perfumer, Spiritual Health
Practitioner, and Founder
of Wholistic. Her services
include Energy Balancing,
Feng Shui, HeartMath Intervention and uplifting line of
organic products and Luxurious Perfumes formulated
using only the most natural
of ingredients.
www.wholistic.com

Colleen Kochannek

is Founder of Scrappy Frontier, whose mission is to help
women over 50 launch successful online businesses using
old-school tactics to master
modern business strategies.
www.ScrappyFrontier.com

Judy Winslow is an

innovator, interested in
business since childhood
(starting her first biz in high
school and next in her 20’s)
and has been supporting
entrepreneurs and CEO’s in
various forms for decades.
As a brand strategist, she
routinely assists clients in
uncovering the next million
dollar idea and vision.
www.unforgettablebrands.
com

Karenna Alexander is
an international dating coach
based in NYC.
She offers many transformational courses for women. She
is also an elite matchmaker in
NYC and Connecticut, working
with male clients.
On top of her work as a love
expert, she teaches a Publicity
Crash Course for entrepreneurs.
www.karennaalexander.com

Matthew Kimberly
is a sales coach for the selfemployed and small business
owners. He is the creator of
Professional Persuasion and
author of the self- help classic, How To Get A Grip.
www.matthewkimberley.com

Chitra Prasad-Patel

As an Introspective Coach at
Evolve Personal Health, my role
is to help guide clients towards
greater mental clarity, effective
stress management, and, ultimately, a sense of peace and
fulfillment.
www.evolvepersonalhealth.com
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Bev Roberts

is on a
mission to shift people from
tired but wired to refreshed
and energised. As a wellbeing
coach and change specialist, Bev does the deep work
alongside her clients who are
struggling with poor sleep,
can't switch off from their
world and feeling overstressed by supporting them
to change their status quo in
a lasting way, prioritise their
self-care and live fabulously.
www.livingfabulously.com

Ashley Halley is the crea-

tor of MOVE. She has over 30
years of training as a health and
fitness professional specializing
in empowerment and strength
of body, mind and soul. She's
a 500 E-RYT yoga teacher and
certified personal trainer with
NASM, and NASM weight loss
specialist. Ashley is a sought
after teacher, speaker & author.
www.ashleyhalleymove.com

Megan Ellam is an Austral-

ian food blogger, and author.
After finding out she was insulin
resistant and changing to a low
carb lifestyle Megan created her
latest website www.lowcarbmixers.com and subsequent
cookbooks.
Her new lifestyle has helped her
lose 20kgs, leave her job, and
focus on writing full-time.

Aliya Holland is a Naturopath & Nutritional Therapist
living in Cape Town who just
loves her food! Her Middle
Eastern and Scandinavian
heritage has infused a mixture
of complex aromatic flavours
and combined it with clean lines
and simplicity. She specialises
in working with families and
individuals to get the most out of
their nutrition.
www.aliyasvibrantlife.com

Chelsea Bond is the
CEO/Designer of Chelsea
Bond Jewelry, a line of handcrafted gemstone jewelry
which is sold on her website
as well as luxury hotels, spas
+ boutiques throughout the
US, Caribbean + Seychelles.
She draws on inspiration
from her personal travels.
chelseabondjewelry.com
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OVERCOMING GRIEF
BY LINDSAY MARINO			

WWW.LINDSAYMARINO.COM

Over the years, I decided to check things
off my bucket list and do the things I had
planned on doing, with Nick. During these
moments, I felt his love and presence from
the other side. Four years later, I met my now
husband, Tony, who was childhood friends
with Nick. I had never met Tony before, but
we were brought together by Nick. We live
fully and feel Nick guiding us, in everything
we do.

Losing a passed loved one is something that
is indescribable. I’ve suffered from my own
losses in life, but the one that completely
flipped my life upside down, was the loss
of Nick, my partner that I had planned on
marrying.
In 2007, he was killed in a motorcycle accident. A part of me died with him, that day.

OVERCOMING GRIEF

Feelings of numbness, anger, sadness, and
frustration filled me. Reruns of conversations, memories, and plans of our future
washed over me, on a daily basis.
I had no clue how I was going to move
through these emotions without him, but I
knew somehow I had to pull myself up and
keep on moving, even if it was one small
moment at a time.
There were days where I didn't get out of
bed and there were other times, where I
would get lost in nature, trips, and other
things I enjoyed. Those moments were bittersweet.
Enjoying the happy times were reminders
that I was still alive, but they also reminded
me that he wasn’t with me physically.

From this experience, with loss, I’ve had
some powerful realizations about moving
through the fears of grief:

1. RELEASE THE FEAR OF HAVING TO
HEAL IN A CERTAIN TIME PERIOD
Don’t go by anyone else’s viewpoint on
how long you should be grieving for. Often
people feel uncomfortable when you are
suffering and they go off of their feelings,
sharing what feels right for them. Other than
your passed loved one, nobody will truly
understand your relationship and the loss
you’ve suffered. Take your time feeling your
feelings, while moving through grief, and not
moving around it.

Continued on the next page
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Lindsay Marino - continued
2. REMOVE THE FEAR OF HAVING TO
MOVE ON FROM THEM

3. ELIMINATE THE FEAR OF BEING TOO
HAPPY

You will never “move on” from your passed
loved one. Their memories live within your
soul forever. Even though you may not be
able to see them, they are in a different form.
Your loved ones never die, they just change
their way of communicating. They are not
limited by the human body. They live through
us and guide us, everyday of our lives. They
are bonded with love and will always be part
of our journey.

Your passed loved ones want you live a fulfilling joyful life. They are in the most beautiful
place imaginable. A place that is filled with
love. They want you to be happy, so release
the feeling of guilt while you enjoy yourself.
Live your life knowing that they are watching
you daily, wanting to share these moments
with you. Start making a list of things that
you absolutely love doing. This will shift your
vibration and it will make you even more
aware of the strong bond you continue to
have with them, while you’re enjoying your
life.

OVERCOMING GRIEF

"Your loved ones never
die, they just change
their way of communicating."

Remember that you are still on this Earth,
for a reason. In order to truly live, you must
honor every part of yourself. While you do
this, you will honor your passed loved ones.
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NO MORE FEAR OF SELLING
BY MATTHEW KIMBERLY				

WWW.MATTHEWKIMBERLEY.COM

A little over 15 years ago, I was working as a
professional salesperson.

And then I detoured and took a slightly
longer way round.

It was a corporate services gig: helping
big companies get bigger with technology
projects.

And then, for reasons that I’ve only recently
come to understand, I pulled a hard left,
drove to the next town and had a long, slow
coffee instead of going to the meeting.

Although the sales cycle was long and often
dull, they were generally expensive projects
with healthy sales commissions to match.
The kinds of sales commissions, in fact, that
could change the fortunes of a young and
hungry go-getter (which is exactly how I
liked to think of myself back then).
I’d spent many months trying to get hold of
one important prospect. He’d ignored all
my phone calls. He didn’t reply to any of my
emails. He was a tough nut to crack.

NO MORE FEAR OF SELLING

My boss urged me to keep pursuing the
deal. I told her that it was only a matter of
time. Had to be, right?
She encouraged me with gentle threats and
told me not to “mess it up”. (Or words to
that effect.)

I wrote to my prospect that I was sorry, but
something had come up. I told my boss that
the traffic was so bad (not my fault, right?)
and that I was running so late, that we had
both agreed it was better to reschedule.

Then, finally one day I got the call.

An utter failure.

“OK, Matthew, I give up. I admire your persistence … let’s have a meeting on Monday.”

What happened that day?

I got all my paperwork together and spent
the weekend sweating and rehearsing and
“going over stuff” in my head: picturing the
handshake, making sure I had an answer
to anything that might come up at the last
minute, buying a house with my commission check …
On Monday morning I woke up fresh, put
on my lucky underpants and drove out to
the prospect’s office. I was early, so I went
the long way round.

Why was I so scared?
How could I - a professional salesperson suffer such a bad case of the jitters that I
was ready to self-sabotage like that? And
what hope is there for the non-professional
salesperson faced with a fear of selling?
If you need to ask people to do things for
you: buy things, sponsor things, go to bed
early, do you favors … then you’re in sales,
whether you like it or not.

Continued on the next page
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Matthew Kimberly - continued

And you might also suffer from a FEAR of
selling. It’s very common and it’s highly misunderstood.
Over the last decade of working with hundreds of business owners, I’ve finally come
to understand what’s behind the fear of
selling. And it’s not what you might think.
It’s not the fear of rejection, although rejection can be boring when it’s repetitive and it
stings a little every time.

What if you said “you know what, I’d like
to do business with you. Would you like
to hear about what I’ve got? See if you’re
interested?”
If they say yes, then you’ve got permission
to pitch.
If they say no, then you can say “fair
enough. No harm in asking!”

It’s not the fear of success. If success was
handed to us on a plate we’d take it, thank
you very much.

Because there is NO harm in asking. And
nobody ever got offended by being asked if
they wanted to buy something.

And it’s not thefear of hard work. We’re all
capable of hard work when it’s the right
kind of work.

It’s all in your head. It will NOT ruin your
relationship.

"The fear of selling is
the fear of changing
the nature of our relationship with the other
person."

NO MORE FEAR OF SELLING

But what if that didn’t have to be the case?

When you’re prospecting, or marketing, or
“adding value” or building relationships, or
schmoozing at networking events, the relationship is a friendly one, or a neutral one.
You’re comfortable with it, and the other
party is comfortable with it.
In my case, being ignored by my prospect
was a safe place. I was happy there.
But the minute you need to pivot and ask
for the money, everything changes.
The relationship goes from friendly (or neutral) to commercial and combative.

The only way you can ruin a relationship is
by disrespecting the person in front of you.
Asking them to buy something — especially if it can really help them — is not
a form of disrespect. Not in anybody’s
book.
SO … next time you’re flirting with a prospect, or talking yourself out of asking for a
sale, or hesitating to make a call or send an
email, ask yourself this:
“What’s the worst that can happen, and can
I live with it?”
And I guarantee that the answer is “*nothing, and yes I can*.”
By the way, I did reschedule that meeting
and did sign him up as a client and did get
that healthy commission check. But my
coffee-shop detour added an extra nine
months to the sales cycle …

At least in your head.
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OVERCOMING THE FEAR
OF PUBLIC SPEAKING
BY SONESS STEVENS

		

So I Hear You're Afraid of Speaking.
Beth sits across from me at the table, saying, "I
have no idea how you get TED speakers to
talk on stage. Just the idea of giving a TED talk,
standing on stage, I get all red in the face."
Beth, a successful engineer, in her element
leading teams, directing and organizing, wants
to know: How can I overcome my fear of
speaking?
As the coach to over 115 TED & TEDx speakers,
associate professor of business presentation
skills at a major university in Japan, and a TED
and TEDx speaker, most people think I love to
talk and I teach people how to speak. What I
do is a little different.
Anyone who says they don't get nervous about
speaking is lying or overcompensating. We all,
to some degree, have that little voice of doub even I do after 18 years touring for audiences
of 1,000+ weekly. So instead of looking at my 5
Phases of Innovative Speaking creation processes, today, let's focus more deeply.

SPEAK WITHOUT FEAR

I tell Beth the reality: "We don't have a fear of
speaking. We have a fear of being heard."
I ask, "What happens if someone doesn't like
what you have to say?"
"It means they don't like me."
"And if they don't like you?"
She gulps, "That means...I'm unlovable."
Now, we get to reframe the whole speaking
element. There's only one thing you need to
remember.

WWW.YOURSPEAKINGJOURNEY.COM

When you are on stage, you are not there
to speak for you or your business or to look
good. It is not about you. Rather the question is: How can you hear the voice of that
one person in the audience who needs to
hear your message? She's waiting for you to
hear her pain, feel what she's experiencing,
and not inspire, rather shed a light to create
change.
In the temple near my home in Japan where
I practice Zazen Meditation we practice the
art of compassion.
Just like me.
Just like me, this person has felt pain.
Just like me, this person wants to make a
change.
Just like me, this person wants to be loved.
Once you connect with compassion, you
note that this epic TED talk is not about you...
you are the messenger. You listen to her
needs and your talk on stage becomes the
extension of your conversations. The healing
begins.
Buddhist activist and monk Thich Naht Hanh
says, “I am committed to cultivating loving
speech and deep listening in order to bring
joy and happiness to others and relieve
others of their suffering.”
I believe...
Speaking begins with listening. Listening is
an act of compassion. Compassion is love in
action.
Thank you for listening.

"Speaking is an act of
compassion."
www.healthyintent.com / 9
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BUSINESS FEARS EXTINGUISHED
BY COLLEEN KOCHANNEK

WWW.SCRAPPYFRONTIER.COM

The reality is: I don’t believe we ‘overcome’
fear as much as we learn to take the next
step in spite of it. The fear stays, but it’s just
not as strong as the intent to move forward.

We’ve come to technology and the online
world later in life. To succeed, we need to approach launching a business a bit differently.

Fear also comes in different forms: fear
of the unknown; fear of something - like
snakes; and, fear of the known – having to do
something again that scared you the first time
around.
I was laid off from a long-time corporate career
at 49. I absolutely knew in my heart and my gut
I was not going back to the corporate world.
And, I was terrified, the fear of the great unknown.

One of the biggest obstacles my clients face
is fear. It’s a HUGE mindset issue. In many
instances, it stops them in their tracks, which
makes me sad. Having your own business
is one of the most exciting and liberating
experiences you can have. You get complete
ownership of your life. You get to do exactly
what you want. You have the opportunity to
use your real talents as a business. It’s so
gratifying, which is why it’s critical to learn to
overcome fear.

BUSINESS FEARS EXTINGUISHED

What was I going to do? The only alternatives
were to win the lottery quickly or start my own
business.
So, start a business I did – an online magazine
for my hometown. It was the most excruciatingly overwhelming and terrifying experience
of my life at first. Everyday brought new fears.
What, I have to design a website? I’m not a
techie. What, I have to make my business
‘legal’? I’m not a lawyer.
But, the truth is, I simply had to move forward.
Fear was along for the ride, but I couldn’t let
it in the driver’s seat. In fact, I relegated it to
the backseat only. I wanted confidence to ride
shot-gun because my desire to start a successful business needed to outweigh the fear of
doing it. And, it did.
Once I put fear in its place, the experience
became the most exciting of my life. In fact,
I was so inspired that I launched a second business. Today, I also teach women over 50 how
to launch their own online businesses.
Starting a business after 50 is different than
starting a business at 30. It’s sort of like taking
up running after 50 is different than at 30.
We’ve come from a different place. We were
born teething on Mom’s keys, not an iPad.

So, I spend a lot of time teaching my clients
to keep moving forward with the fear. I focus
on the prize at the end of the fear tunnel – a
life you’ve designed just for you.
Here are three ways I teach clients to deal
with fear:

1. Keep in mind, fear is
temporary
Remember your first day of school as a little
child? The anticipation was terrifying. All
summer long people are praising you for
getting to ‘go to school’ and all you can think
about is how terrified you were.

Continued on the next page
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Colleen Kochannek - continued
It was the big unknown. But once you had the
first day behind you the fear was gone.
It’s usually the build-up to the first step that
is scariest. We let it build up in our minds, but
typically once you make the first move the fear
and anxiety dissipate because you’re focused
on this new task at hand.
Just take the step off the high-dive. You’ll be
having fun by the time your feet hit the water.

2 Fear isn’t fatal
Let’s not give fear too much power.

BUSINESS FEARS EXTINGUISHED

"You’re not likely to die
from seeing a snake,
nor are you likely to die
from hitting the ‘Submit’
button on your first ever
blog post."

3 Fear can be your friend
I suggest using fear as a bit of a dare, a competition of sorts.
“Ha, ha. I can outsmart you. I will not let you
mess this up for me. Damn you, fear!”
By thinking of fear as a ‘challenge’, rather
than a heart-stopping emotion, you put your
mind in the position of thinking about strategies to beat fear, to win. Every one of us
has a bit of competition built in to our DNA.
Make sure you win the game. Make fear the
loser.
I know we hear it often, but life is short.
Make sure you run yours based on intent
and desire, not on fleeting fear. You won’t
regret stepping off the high dive. I promise.

I also suggest playing "what’s the worst that can
happen?" game. This gives you the opportunity
to come back to a more realistic perspective
and come down from the terrifying scenarios
you’ve let run through your mind in the lead up
to doing what scares you.
So, what’s the worst that can happen if you do
your very first Facebook Live video? Someone
will see it. Uh, ok. That’s the point. I’d also suggest that if it’s your first video you likely don’t
have a ton of viewers so not a lot of people will
see it. So, go do your first Facebook Live!
Let reality sink in. It will bring you back down
from fear’s ledge.
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LIVE A DELICIOUS LIFE
BY JUDY WINSLOW

		

A couple of weeks ago I was a mess.
Needing a rest and quite rattled
after spending a few weeks with
my mom…. suffice it to say there
was quite a bit of drama and toxic
overload, and I needed to recharge
desperately. Yet, I was more or less
pretending I was okay and failing
miserably. Tired, snarly, and overall
gnarly.
Sound familiar? Often my clients express similar predicaments, after all
how do we continue to serve when
we’re so depleted ourselves?
Well, I went to my people for answers, via my FB group “Impactful
Entrepreneurs,” and of course I got a
great response.

LIVE A DELICIOUS LIFE

One of the responses mentioned
that when she gets stuck, she writes
about it. This jogged my memory of
something I’ve done with clients and
I decided immediately that I would
do both— reconnect with my own
advice, AND write about it… so here
I am with the results of this ‘experiment’

WWW.UNFORGETTABLEBRANDS.COM

The experiment was created in the
name of fun, my own personal R&D
as well as a need for immediate
results. Beginning with: Generating a
list of at least 10 Delicious Habits.
(Delicious is defined as whatever we
enjoy and are our go-to practices
when we need to recharge or get
some space. They are personal and
all about feeding our soul.)
So, quickly I dashed off my list then
set out to do it! And so it began…
Here’s my list:
1. Meditate
2. Go to the beach
3. Walk
4. Bike
5. Play with Wally (my pup)
6. Eat consciously OR
7. Indulge in some favorite foods without self
hatred or recrimination
8. Sleep more - and nap when needed
9. Laugh - go to a funny movie or comedy
club
10. Work in the yard - get physical
11. Take myself on a date
12. Do something new
13. Review past accomplishments
14. Chant I LOVE MYSELF incessantly until I
believe it
15. Listen to sounds of nature

I gave myself 48 hours to test its veracity. After all, its all sweet and nice
on paper, but can this truly alter my
darkness and looming despair? Then
I added in the task of completing as
many as possible, realized I had to
get moving, and did… I grabbed my
bike and headed to the beach, knowing that 2 on the list (beach and bike)
were being addressed with more to
come.
Continued on the next page
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Judy Winslow - continued

Here’s what happened:

1. Reconnecting with my list of habits allowed me to breathe a little. Why? Because you can’t focus on joy and still feel
bad. That’s science. It was already changing my energy.
2. Going through this reminded me that
life is a marathon, not a sprint. Which
helped to re-calibrate as my state of
mind wasn’t serving me OR those I serve.
We were all losing.

LIVE A DELICIOUS LIFE

3. Recalling my list, allowed me to also
access some memories of those sort of
events. For instance, if you enjoy a bath,
then you will feel yourself having those
feelings as you recall it as a Delicious
Habit…mmm…
4. Using the list provided a shift in focus…
just like when we create a to-do list at
work, except there was Nothing here to
avoid, worry about or stress over!
5. Using my energy to integrate these
yummy items naturally began to create
new neuro-pathways. One of delight,
expectancy for good, a feeling that all
would be well, because I know what’s
occurred historically when implementing such a practice. To stay in that stuck
place meant reinforcing a neuro-pathway
that I didn’t want to have at all, so this
was a great way to re-direct.

"Going through this reminded me that life is a
marathon, not a sprint.
Which helped to recalibrate as my state of
mind wasn’t serving me
OR those I serve."
6. Then there were ancillary benefits. For
instance, when riding my bike through
my old neighborhood, it triggered memories from 20 years ago, allowing some
reflection on all that’s changed since
then. Wow, so much had changed!
That’s really the beginning of the story as
it all unfolded in a pretty amazing way.
Suffice it to say that in those 48 hours
I managed to squeeze in 11 of the 15.
Pretty great, AND my vibration was now
one of Joy, Possibility and extreme Gratitude which is much more aligned with
who I am daily. I had truly reconnected to
myself.
No other stimulants needed, only my
own knowing of what heals from the
inside out.
As leaders, business owners and conscious creators its imperative that we
care for ourselves so we can operate at
our maximum. The road of life and business is a long one.
So, how will you live deliciously?
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CAN HOLISTIC HEALING COEXIST
WITH MAINSTREAM MEDICINE?
BY ELENA BENSONOFF

		

If you are unsure about working with an alternative practitioner, you are not alone. Many
people are sceptical of anything that is unfamiliar and it is natural for us to be wary of what we
don’t understand.

While being very focused and allowing for a
deep knowledge of a particular system, this
method often misses the complexity and
intricate interactions that happen within the
body.

However, more and more people are looking
for an integrative approach to their health and
healing, one that combines scientific based
medicine with more holistic methods.

The wisdom of holistic healing is based largely on empirical knowledge - meaning that the
information is obtained from observation.
This approach is as old as humanity, but for
some, this lack of scientific data devalues the
therapy. Although the holistic approach may
not have scientific proof, it has centuries of
empirical evidence to back it up. The aim of
the holistic practitioner is also somewhat different to the mainstream medical approach.

What is a holistic practitioner?

HOLISTIC HEALING VS MAINSTREAM MEDICINE

WWW.WHOLISTIC.COM

First, let’s understand what defines a ‘holistic
practitioner.’ They go by many names; nontraditional practitioner, holistic healer, alternative or complementary therapist. And they may
use many different modalities, from herbalism
to kinesiology, from pranic healing to chakra
balancing. The common thread is their overall
approach to health and healing. Holistic practitioners look at health in a holistic way; they
see the mind, body and spirit as an integrative
whole.
Mainstream medicine tends to see the
body as a collection of separate systems,
with specialists looking at a particular
area in isolation.

"A holistic practitioner
seeks to restore balance by supporting and
nurturing the body’s
natural functions.
Rather than suppressing symptoms, the aim
is to address the underlying cause of an
illness or disease. "
This is one of the reasons why the body has
to be looked at as a whole. Taking this approach means that although results are not
usually immediate, they are often long lasting.

Continued on the next page
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Elena Bensonoff - continued

What is energy healing?
Energy is an unseen force that flows around
and through each and every one of us. It can
be found in every cell, every nerve and hormone in our body. Not only is it in our body, it
also surrounds us. We’ve all experienced the
feel of a place or a person. It is what makes us
instantly like some people, and feel repelled by
others. There are some places we feel comfortable in, and others we can’t wait to leave. This
is all based on energy. It is not measurable it is
not quantifiable, and yet each of us has experienced it.

HOLISTIC HEALING VS MAINSTREAM MEDICINE

Although it is unseen, it can affect our health.
The energy of emotions can cause physical
symptoms. For example, when you are feeling
angry, you may get a headache. Or if you are
anxious, you may become nauseous. This is
why if we only treat the symptoms, and do not
address the underlying cause, it will do very
little to fix the problem in the long-term.
Holistic therapists often use energy healing
to activate the body's subtle energy systems
to remove deep-seated blocks. By breaking
through these energetic blocks, the body's
inherent ability to heal itself is stimulated.
Energy healing can take the form of many different types of modalities.

Is it possible to combine an alternative approach with a mainstream one?
True healing happens when both our energetic
body and our physical bodies are in alignment
and working together. In our modern world,
we tend to be disconnected from our energy.
We ignore, suppress, or eliminate problems,
rather than being curious about how they
came about in the first place.
Unfortunately, when we disregard the energy
behind the issue, and only aim to remove the
symptoms, we never get to the cause of the
issue. We may feel better in the short term, but
one problem is replaced with another.

"By integrating both the
holistic and mainstream
approach, a practitioner
is able to treat both the
symptoms, and the foundational causes of a disease."
Many doctors and mainstream medical personnel are seeing the value of techniques, which
use the energetic forces of the body. Studies
on the effects of mindfulness, meditation, and
yoga, have proven the beneficial effects of
these therapies.

We are more than the sum of our
parts.
The body is an intricate complex structure, and
a practitioner with access to both mainstream
and holistic medical philosophies, can provide
a more complete therapeutic service.
For example: meditation, chakra balancing,
Reiki, Qigong, yoga, prana breath work, kinesiology, E.F.T., chi balancing and many others.

By seeing the body as a whole, and treating
underlying causes not just symptoms, they are
able to work with their patients to achieve true
health, rather than just provide disease management.
www.healthyintent.com / 15
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OVERCOMING FEAR WITH MINDFULNESS
BY CHITRA PATEL 		

WWW.EVOLVEPERSONALHEALTH.COM

The adrenal glands pump adrenaline into
the bloodstream and cortisol levels elevate
to keep you in a high-energy state. In this
condition, the brain is considered to be in an
active stress response state.

When we think of fear, we
don’t usually think of stress,
but fear always correlates with
the stress response state; the
greater the fear, the greater
the response within the brain.

OVERCOMING FEAR WITH MINDFULNESS

After understanding fear’s physiological process, we can delve into its psychological and
behavioral aspects. As a coach, this is where
I help my clients begin a journey of developing self-awareness.
When we address fear, we need to recognize
that there are two main ways that our behaviors are affected by it:
Fear affects us on many levels that we can
categorize as physiological (brain and body),
psychological (mental), and behavioral (our actions). It’s important to recognize these different levels in order to understand how mindfulness can be one of the most effective tools to
overcome fear.

1. We employ “fight or flight” when we are
faced with a fear-inducing situation.
2. Our thoughts are rooted in fear, which
then forms the basis for our ongoing actions.

From a physiological perspective, do you know
what is happening in your brain and body when
you’re scared?

Whether we want to change the way we
respond to concrete fears (number 1) or
change our belief systems (number 2), the
method for releasing fear is the same.

When you’re startled by a loud noise, you may
have noticed your heart pounding and your
palms getting sweaty. Or when you’re about
to speak in front of group of people, you may
have felt butterflies in your stomach, tightness
in the chest, or even trembling.

I ask clients to suspend the
desire in analyzing the “why”
of their behavior and instead
move right into a self-awareness practice such as mindfulness meditation.

These are all symptoms of what is happening
in the brain. When the brain perceives a threat,
the amygdala (the brain’s “fight or flight” center)
fires up and sends signals to other parts of the
brain.

What you will undoubtedly find is that
through mindfulness, you develop selfawareness and a greater sense of understanding.
Continued on the next page
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Chitra Patel - continued
I use this word “sense” purposefully; the questions you once had, along with the need for
logical understanding, will be replaced with an
inner sense of understanding.
Mindfulness addresses fear on each of the
three levels.
Physiologically, is has been shown to
decrease the size of the amygdala and
weaken its connections with the rest of
the brain.

OVERCOMING FEAR WITH MINDFULNESS

At the same time, it strengthens the connections between the areas of the brain that
focus on attention and concentration. That
means that we can regulate the “fight or flight”
response and, over time, replace fear-inducing
behaviors with calm, thoughtful actions.
When it comes to mindfulness and psychology,
the benefits are greater than I could describe in
this short article. Fundamentally, mindfulness
trains you to be aware of your thoughts and
feelings. As you move further with this practice,
you learn what it means to observe yourself –
meaning that you view your thoughts, feelings,
and actions without judgment, but with simple
observation. The psychological implications are
numerous; regarding fear, as well as all emotions, you are able to find neutrality rather than
roller coaster emotions.
Finally, our behavior is directly related to
our thoughts, and when we have more
neutrality in thinking and feeling, our actions become aligned as such. When you
begin to develop intuitive understanding, you
will become aware that our conscious experience is within our control.
You will understand that you can choose actions that are either rooted in love or fear,
and not just involuntarily default to fear-based
behaviors.
You will learn to pause before reacting and
decide how to project love.

But I recommend sitting quietly with your eyes
closed. Whatever method you choose, you will
follow the next steps:
1. Set aside time – As with any practice, the
more consistent we are with setting a time and
place, the more successful we are in incorporating it into our lives. Set a daily alarm for at
least the following two weeks.
2. Observe the present moment – The easiest way to observe the present moment is by
focusing on the breath. Observe it going in and
out and become aware of how you feel in the
moment.
3. Become aware of judgment - When
judgments come up in our mind, it is very
important to recognize them as judgmental
thinking. These are thoughts like, “I’m not doing
this right,” “Why can’t I focus on my breath?”
“Shouldn’t I be getting better at this?” “Why am I
so undisciplined?”
4. Return to observing the present Remind yourself that the practice involves
suspending judgment to feel whatever comes
up. Then return to resting in the sensations of
breathing.
5. Just Be – Remember that you can’t do it
wrong. The nature of the mind is that it will
wander. Whenever your mind drifts away, bring
it back to observing the present moment.

"The practice of mindfulness can quickly move
you into the space of
understanding fear and
transforming it."
Remember, fear is an inherent part of the
human journey. However, it is our decision if
we want to operate within it, or release it to
create a lighter experience where we are more
at ease.

There are many ways to create a mindfulness
practice within other quieting activities such as
walking, golfing, or even washing the dishes.
www.healthyintent.com / 17
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TURN YOUR NIGHTMARES
INTO SWEET DREAMS
BY BEV ROBERTS			

WWW.LIVINGFABULOUSLY.COM

Has Sleep become a nasty
playground?
The fears and worries we don’t acknowledge
in our waking life come out to play in the
middle of the night. And it can be so nasty.
Worse than 2 kids having a spat in the playground.
Our mind gets stuck on auto-repeat and like
clockwork it’s 2 or 3am, we’re wide awake
and the merry-go-round of thoughts swirl in
our heads relentlessly.

TURNING NIGHTMARES INTO SWEET DREAMS

We ruminate on things.
“If only I said…”
“How dare they…”
“I forgot to…”
“What if [fill in the blank] happens…”
“Will I make a fool of myself when …”
Things that have happened. Things that may
or may not happen. Things that are coming
up.
These could be conversations, events, plans
and the like.

What if there was another way?
Imagine you could fall asleep and rest easy
all through the night. How would that feel?
It is completely possible to fall asleep and
stay asleep when we understand that the
mind makes a good slave but a poor master.
All those fears and worries need a space to
surface and so we want to give them playtime long before we head to bed!
When you experience quality sleep, you are
better equipped during the day to cope with
life’s stressors and in turn will support you to
let go of ruminating at night.

3 reasons why your mind makes
a poor master
#1 Our mind has a role in keeping us safe
There is a part of the brain that is aimed
at protecting us but can be hypervigilant
for the wrong reasons. While we may be
evolved in many ways our brain can still
have us locked in flight or fight mode.
When we are fearful, this part of the brain is
over-active and misinterprets signals from
the environment based on past experience
or meaning we attribute to things.
For example, you get an email that someone
important to your business wants to talk to
you urgently. What’s your first reaction?
#2 Our perception of things is naturally
blinkered
If there was an apple on the desk and you
viewed it from the front it may look a certain
way. Perhaps it is shiny with no blemishes.
You may hold the perception that the apple
was safe to eat as is.

Continued on the next page
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Bev Roberts - continued
However, if you viewed it from the back,
saw a dark spot and on closer examination
a worm was making its home there. You’d
hold a different perception.
So it is with our perception of situations. We
each have the capacity to take in information but we do this in diverse ways because
of the way we think. Four thinking lenses
we use on the same situation are logic vs
emotion and big-picture vs detailed and we
prefer one or more over others.
Amplifying our perception of the situation is
what can create unnecessary worry or fear
and yet it may be a blinkered version of the
story.

TURNING NIGHTMARES INTO SWEET DREAMS

#3 We label our emotions good or bad
You may have been conditioned from childhood that certain emotions were good or
bad. A common one is that feeling angry
is unacceptable, so instead of healthfully
expressing ourselves we internalise our feelings.
This creates internal stress in the body and
can manifest in physical and psychological
symptoms.
Finding a way to be ok with all emotions is
possible and can be learned. As Petrea King,
Quest for Life Foundation CEO, says “you
have feelings but you are not your feelings”.

"Make a choice to
make a change."

3 Tips that will make your Nightmares become Sweet Dreams
Tip #1 – Work Closing Ritual
Set aside 15 minutes at the end of your business day to close out your work:
• Review what you achieved in the day and
give yourself a pat on the back.
• Make a plan for carry over work. Write
down where you were and the very next
step.
• Review any conversations or events that
didn’t go as planned. Do you need to revisit
the conversation? Do you need to make a
decision to be unattached to the outcome?
Tip #2 – Use Tapping
Set aside time at least an hour before bed to
use Tapping also known as EFT (Emotional
Freedom Technique). You will be amazed at
how this supports you to let go of fear and
worry.
I favour Tapping over journaling at night
because firstly it keeps the mind busy, and
secondly works at an energetic level too so
you feel calmer. Journaling is best done in
the morning as it often surfaces emotions
and feelings that are not desirable at night.
Tip #3 – Use a Relaxation practice
Letting go of tension in the body especially
before bed, helps to calm the body and mind
because we can’t stay in the mind while
we travel through the body plus breathing slowly and rhythmically dials down the
stress response.
Place a priority on letting go of those fears
before you head to bed so you can have restorative sleep that brings equilibrium easily.
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REMOVING DATING BLOCKS
BY KARENNA ALEXANDER

WWW.KARENNAALEXANDER.COM

Dating strategy and appearance are two things
that come up often when I work with clients.
After all, when you are single, the outer stuff
does matter.

I find that this acute level of pickiness is
often a way to self-sabotage. Usually after
digging deeper, we uncover fears surrounding commitment. They may have been hurt
badly before - by a family member, or an
ex, or all of the above - and are ambivalent
about being in a relationship. They want it,
but they are afraid because it hurt so much
the last time. By being picky, they can keep
a man at arm’s length and avoid being hurt.
The only problem is you can miss out on
the love of your life if you are keeping
him at a distance.

Outer issues can be relatively simple to solve,
and fun, too. I love helping people I work with
shop for clothes to wear on dates, give them
makeovers.
But a key piece of the puzzle has to do with
inner issues, which often stem from fear.
This area is much harder to work on, but when
we make progress, clients make huge strides
on their path to finding love.
Sometimes fears show up in disguise.
When an extremely challenging client
comes to me, we dig deep and sometimes
what lies beneath is simply fear.

REMOVING DATING BLOCKS

Many of the upscale professional women I work
with want it all - George Clooney, only younger!

Another way fears come into play is when
women fall for men who are unavailable.
These include fantasy relationships and relationships with men who are either married
or unavailable in other ways - the man may
be a player or could be pining for an ex-girlfriend or ex-wife.
There are a whole host of reasons why
women do this:
They may believe they aren’t worthy.
They also may believe they don’t deserve a
relationship where a man is totally invested.
Some women who fall for unavailable men
also fear commitment. They know that if they
are with a guy who is unavailable, there is a
low chance this will turn into anything cosmic
and real.

They may insist upon deal breakers - like location or profession - that don’t really matter
in the end. Some women want to date within
a 30-mile radius of where they live and they
won’t consider a great catch who lives out of
that range. Or they are stuck on his profession
- they think they will only be happy with men
in certain professions and won’t consider any
other options. They have a very, very high bar
on image-related factors.

The guy is ambivalent about them, but they
are also ambivalent about the guy. While
women may not understand intellectually
what they are doing, I see many women
doing this. They are often afraid of commitment, so what better way to avoid a commitment than ending up with a guy who won’t
give them one.
The first step in helping women solve these
inner issues is to help them see what is
going on.
Continued on the next page
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Karenna Alexander - continued
When a client recognizes their problem, we can
start correcting it.
Some women may blame men for all their
problems. While I’m not saying men are entirely blameless, it does take two to tango, and
women always need to look at their role in any
relationships they are in.
Conquering fears is not always the easiest thing
to do. I totally get that. It can be painful to look
inside.
Helping a woman pick out a new shade of
lipstick for her online dating profile photo is so
much more fun (for both of us!) - and easier than working on fears and inner issues.
But, ultimately, once clients make steps toward
removing any blocks they may have, they find
themselves on the path to finding true love. It’s
extremely gratifying.

REMOVING DATING BLOCKS

When this piece of the puzzle is solved, many
people make strides very quickly. You can’t put
a price on that!

"Ultimately, once clients
make steps toward removing any blocks they
may have, they find
themselves on the path
to finding true love."
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5 METHODS FOR OVERCOMING FEAR
DURING A NATURAL DISASTER
BY CHELSEA BOND

		

WWW.CHELSEABONDJEWELRY.COM

When fear rushes in, it’s easy to get caught
up in the 24-hour news cycle enhancing
fears and highlighting the worst-case scenarios, but in these times, we need to shift
our energy. It can make or break our mental,
emotional, and physical states. These are the
methods that I practiced during the most
uncertain week of my life:

SURROUND YOURSELF WITH
TANGIBLE POSITIVE ENERGY

FEARS OF NATURAL DISASTERS

We were frozen in terror as the wind and rain
whipped and ripped up the coast of our beloved Sunshine State. I held my dog in the floor of
one closet, as my husband Eric held our other
dog.

I never knew how handy my personal obsession with jewelry, which carries metaphysical energy, could possibly be until this time.
I wore my KIHEI Bracelet made of agate
gemstones, which promotes inner stability,
composure, and maturity. Agate is useful
as a protection amulet when traveling and
encourages a sense of reality and pragmatic
thinking. [Gienger, 7] I chose to wear it also
because of the “Inhale/Exhale” charm, which
came in handy, a countless number of times
when I was literally forgetting to breathe.

Rewind to seven days prior as Hurricane Irma
crept through the Atlantic, targeted the Caribbean Islands and Florida, and held everyone in
fear. Wrought with gut-wrenching anxiety, not
knowing if we should flee to Alabama, Georgia,
or further North, we had no choice but to make
the decision.
We followed every bit of the news to attempt to
track the hurricane path, and decided to pack
up our precious cargo (our two mini dachshund children), as many gemstones as possible, and other hurricane supplies. We evacuated our barrier island and headed a bit further
North to stay with family.
Glued to the news and eating every "emergency hurricane snack" known to man, we anxiously awaited with the thought of potentially
coming back to our home and car in a pile of
rubble. This was one of the biggest tests of our
lifetimes.

TIP: Gemstones hold intense metaphysical power. Surround
your home, office, and any other living space with stones
which carry the energy you would like to permeate around
you. Jewelry provides a way to do this “on the go” and creates
a beautiful talisman for yourself and others.

Continued on the next page
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CHELSEA BOND - continued

TUNE INTO MUSIC

EFT/TAPPING

In times of stress and anxiety, the power
of music is incredible for both humans and
animals. I distinctly remember tuning into my
favorite spa music channel on YouTube during
the morning of the hurricane and it was the
first time my brain flowed with positive energy
(in days), my dogs both fell asleep (after being
restless and anxious for days), and it felt like
a glowing aura surrounded us. I physically felt
lighter.

I have practiced EFT/Tapping for almost four
years. I mainly have used this method to bring
abundance into my business as well as personal life when it comes to moving states. I’ve used
it in times of anxiety and stress, and tapped
into (quite literally) this practice intensely
during the hurricane. Whether you’re new to
EFT/Tapping or a seasoned practitioner, this
is another method that can be brought anywhere, as it requires only your very own body
for emotional strength.

TIP: Choose one of the countless multiple-hour spa music channels to
transport yourself into a calm state.

PRACTICE INTENSE GRATITUDE

TIP: Check out David Childerly YouTube videos to give you an idea of
the practicalities of tapping both in a natural disaster and everyday
life.

An overwhelming sense of gratitude flowed
through me as I tuned into music, as mentioned above. I turned off the news and
jumped onto my blog to write a post of immense gratitude. I thanked Mother Nature for
what she had provided my whole life, not knowing what that night would bring (or take). A rush
of gratitude can completely alter your state of
being, and I found myself tremendously optimistic after finishing that post.
TIP: Make a list of the things, people, places of which you are grateful.
It is a wonderful way to practice intense gratitude.

FEARS OF NATURAL DISASTERS

VISUALIZE A POSITIVE OUTCOME
I cannot take personal credit for this one.
Natalia is one of my best friends and more like
a soul sister. We communicated throughout
virtually every hour of that week, and I truly
believe that her tip from the gurus to “visualize your house still standing” had one of the
greatest impacts. While mentally preparing as
much as we could to potentially come back to
nothing, the visualization piece is one I have
practiced in the past and completely forgot
about with all of the emotion surrounding the
event. It has worked in other areas of my life,
and Natalia’s recommendation came at the
perfect time.

Hurricane Irma has devastated the Caribbean
Islands and parts of Florida. It’s heartbreaking
to see and power outages and lack of creature comforts could never compare to losing
your home, or loss of life. I truly wish that you
never experience a natural disaster to practice
the above methods, however if that time ever
comes, I hope these quick and easy tips come
in handy. It can feel virtually impossible in times
of intense stress and anxiety to see the other
side. It’s easy to tap into fear, but it’s so much
more rewarding to overcome it.

TIP: This is self-explanatory, but visualize whatever it is that you want
to be there, to still be there at the end of the event. Whether it is a
house, a car, people, shrubs, picture it down to the tiniest detail.
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BUILDING A FEAR DEFENCE SYSTEM
BY ASHLEY HALLEY

			

Why are we all living in such flight, fight and
freeze mode so often? FEAR

BUILDING A FEAR DEFENCE SYSTEM

What is fear really? Many psychologists and
analysts would call it an acronym for False
Evidence Appearing Real. But when you are
really feeling fear, you do not think its false.
In fact, your body gives off a bunch of warnings and signals to get out of the way, run and
or panic. Adrenaline kicks into the nervous
system, creating a chemical reaction to fight,
flight or freeze. Cortisol comes rushing in to
help out, and now we have havoc in the body. A
neutral state turned to total chaos. The breath
quickens quite a bit, overworking your upper
respiratory system, also causing more panic.
This is the body’s defense mechanism to get to
safety asap. Run from the tiger that is chasing
you now! With all this commotion going on, it
is really difficult to think, so you just react. You
RUN. However, are we really getting chased by
an animal and are we really in true danger?
How can you change your reactions towards
fear? Let’s start with breathing. The breath is
your best tool to calm you down from a state
of panic (occurs in the upper respiratory) and
puts more oxygen into your entire body. You
take a long deep breath, then a few more, and
fill up your lower abdomen and lungs with new
fresh air. This quickly creates a calming effect.
The more you practice breathing deeply on the
regular basis, such as in mediation, in a yoga
class, or simply while at your desk, the better
you will be at reacting in a “fearful” situation.

"The breath is your best
tool to calm you down
from a state of panic."

WWW.ASHLEYHALLEYMOVE.COM

Yoga and exercise are incredible ways to
navigate sensations of fear and put them into
real emotions. When you experience a difficult
pose in yoga, you may feel anxiety. This feeling shows up in the body as fear. Your mind
knows you are in a yoga class without tigers
and bears, so you now have the opportunity
to practice deep breathing in an uncomfortable position and/or feeling and calm yourself
down. As in exercise, it may occur when you
do squats, at the bottom of the squat you
panic, thinking you cannot get back up. If you
panic, you fall down, if you breath deep and
bare down, you get up. It’s another great way
to practice breathing, moving and doing something natural without panicking.

So why do we have so much fear around so
many things? Because we have created an
attachment or experience to something that
probably is not true and/or has not even happened. Usually it is based around a past experience or control of not being about to predict
the future.
Recognize your fear and where you feel it or
experience it in your body. Sit or lie down and
breathe into this part of your body, while confronting the fear.
Practice the emotion while in a safe place and
breathe deeply. Include words of encouragement or prayer in your mind to repeat with
each breath.
Practice often!
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FALL COOKING
RECIPE BY ALIYA HOLLAND

WWW.ALIYASVIBRANTLIFE.COM

PORTABELLO MUSHROOM POACHED EGG

YIELD: 2 sevings
Ingredients:
2 Large Portobello Mushrooms (enough
to hold a cracked egg)
2 tsp Pesto (any kind here – rocket, kale,
basil, tomato)
1 tbsp Olive oil
2 Free range & ethically farmed eggs
Sprinkle of Paprika (for colour)
Seasoning (Sea Salt & Pepper)
Directions:
1. Heat your oven up to 180C.
2. Brush the mushrooms clean using a
light vegetable brush (you never wash
mushrooms with water) & then brush
them with the oil (using a pastry brush)
and place on a slip mat/tray and roast
for 10-12 mins. You still want them juicy
and chunky but you want to see quite a
bit of water come off of them.

3. Take the tray to the sink and using
tongs lift up each mushroom and place
to one side briefly while you dispose of
the mushroom water.
4. Place the mushrooms back on the tray
and spread a tsp of your fave pesto on
the inside of the mushroom on its dark
“gills”.
5. Crack your eggs separately into a ramekin to ensure freshness and then pour
gently into each mushroom.
6. Season and return to the oven for another 10 minutes (my oven is quite hot –
and I like my eggs quite well poached so
you will have to feel this one out). Check
after 10 mins to see if the egg is poached
the way you like. You can use the back
of a spoon to see if the white has fully
coagulated.
7. Can be served with chopped avocado
and arugula salad.
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FALL COOKING
RECIPE BYMEGAN ELLAM

		

WWW.LOWCARBMIXERS.COM

CREAMY CAULIFLOWER ZA’ATAR CHICKEN
PREP 10 MINS
COOK 30 MINS
SERVES 4
Ingredients:
• ½ small cauliflower, broken into florets
• 1 slice bacon, diced
• 50g (2oz) onion, diced
• 2 garlic cloves, finely diced
• 25g (1oz) butter
• 1 tbsp stock paste, or 1 stock cube
• 100g (3.5 oz) pumpkin, steamed and
chopped into cubes
• ½ cup water
• 1 cup heavy cream
• 2 tsp diced jalapeños *optional but
does add a yummy "hum"
• 75g (1.5oz) cream cheese
• 2 chicken breasts /skin on/
• 25g butter (extra for chicken)
• 1 tsp Za'atar seasoning
• ½ tsp smoked paprika
• 6 large mushrooms, diced
• 100g (3.5 oz) monterey jack and red
cheddar cheese, grated
Directions:
1. Add cauliflower florets to food processor and pulse to “rice” your cauliflower.
2. Add your butter to a large frypan, over
medium heat.
3. Sauté bacon, onion, garlic, cauliflower,
cook until onion starts to go translucent.
4. Add pumpkin, jalapenos, stock paste,
cream, cream cheese and water.
5. Cook on medium-low heat until sauce
is thickened.

6. Preheat oven to 200 degrees Celsius/400 F.
7. Meanwhile season the chicken with
za’atar and paprika.
8. Heat extra butter in a separate frypan
over medium heat.
9. Add chicken cook skin side down until
skin is lovely and golden, turn once to
cook other side.
10. Add diced mushrooms and cook until
they are soft and golden.
11. Pour the sauce into a medium sized
baking pan, (I used a bakeware loaf pan).
12. Place chicken on top and cover in
grated cheese.
13. Cook in oven for 10 minutes, until the
cheese is all nice and gooey.
14. The breast is best cut in half, and a
half for each serve. This is a rich and filling meal.
15. Ladle sauce over chicken and serve
with a lovely fresh green salad.
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